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3.1
HOUSING FACILITIES, GENERAL.

Drainage and waste disposal.

The "Six Pen" sheltered enclosures had wet concrete on their outside portions after being hosed down earlier in the
day.  Due to minimal slope, abundant shade, and likely other factors, the concrete floors apparently remain wet a
good portion of the day.  The dogs end up with wet hair on their paws/legs and eventually track fecal material
throughout their enclosures-both inside and out.  This results in many of them not being able to sit or lay down in a
clean, dry area.  This was especially noticeable on several small white dogs that had brown material soiling the hair
on their legs, chests, backs, and/or hind ends.  On one dog, the soiled hair was forming mats on the dog's hind end.
Proper drainage of water and waste is necessary to keep the dogs dry during cold months and prevent their coats
from becoming contaminated with waste material.

The licensee must ensure that there is regular and frequent collection and removal of animal waste and water in a
manner that minimizes contamination and disease risks.  Additionally, the licensee must ensure that the drainage
systems are constructed so that animal waste and water are rapidly eliminated and animals stay dry.  TO BE
CORRECTED BY:  14 February 2016

(f)

3.6
PRIMARY ENCLOSURES.

General requirements.

There was one very young puppy in the whelp building who was not on the carpet piece with its dam and littermates.
The puppy was on the wire floor portion of the enclosure with both of its hind legs dangling all the way through the
wires.  The puppy appeared to be stuck for some time before the licensee picked it up and placed it back on the
carpet with its littermates.  The carpet piece in this enclosure was noticeably smaller than the carpet pieces in the
other enclosures where the puppies remained on the carpet.  It is important that enclosure floors are designed so that
feet and legs can't fall through to prevent injury to the animals.
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The licensee must ensure that enclosure floors do not allow the dogs' feet to pass through any openings in the floor.
TO BE CORRECTED BY: 17 January 2016

The inspection and an exit interview were conducted by Amanda Owens (VMO) and Josh Moore (CS) with the
licensee.
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